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i.o INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF ASSESSMENT
In June of 1990 B.C. Hydro retained Arcas Consulting Archeologists Ltd
(" Arcas Ltd ") to underte a Heritage Resources Assessment for the proposed Peace River
Site C Hydroelectrc Project (the "Prq,ject"). The purpse of this Assessment was to provide
background data for B.C. Hydro's ongoing planning requirements for the Project. An initial
heritage resources impact assessment had been prepared for the Prq,ject by Brian Spurling of
Simon Fraser University in the 1970s; the present Assessment is intended to bring the heritage resources component of
the environmental studies for the Project to "shelf-ready" status.
In parcular, the Assessment is to define changes which have occurred in the heritage

baseline information since B. C. Hydro's 1980 Energy Prq,ject Certficate (" EPC") application
for the Project, and to collect the data needed to meet or exceed the requirements for a new

EPC application and for a possible review of the Project under the Federal Government's
Environmental Assessment and Review Process ("EARP").
The present Heritage Resources Assessment was deferred in Januar of 1991,

but furter work wil be necessa if the heritage assessment for the Project is to be brought
to "shelf-ready" or EPC application form. The present report is a status report which defines
the objectives of the Heritage Resources Assessment, summares the work completed to date
(March 30, 1991), and identifies additional work which wil be required. References have
been kept to a minimum in ths report; a comprehensive Project bibliography is available

from Arcas Ltd.
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2.0 SCOPE OF HERITAGE RESOURCES
For the purposes of this Assessment, four basic kinds of heritage resources
were identified:
(a) Prhistoric Resources -- archaeological sites and objects dating to the
period pnor to the amval of Europens in the Peace River region in the late
18th century. These include senal vilages, short and long term camps,

tool production loctions, animal kill sites, rock cairns, etc. Prehistonc
sites dating back 10,500 years have ben found in the region.
(b) Historic Resources -- buildings, archalogical sites, and objects dating
to the penod following the amval of Europens in the Peace River region.
Thes include fur trde "fort," homesteds, old wagon roads, missions,

etc. Histonc resources from two penods are present in the region: early
Fur Trae penod fort, and settlement penod sites. The former include

fort and small posts such as Rocky Mountain Fort and Rocky Mountain
Portge House locte along the nver dating between 1794 and the 1860;

the lattr consist mainly of log strctures of vanous tys dating between
the 1860 and about World War II.

(c) Paleontologic Resources -- fossils and places which contan fossils
(paleontological sites).

(d) Ethogrphic Resourcs -- places of trditional soial, religious, and
other importnce to native peple which, beuse they do not contain any

physical remains, do not qualify as archalogical hentage sites.
Informtion about the existence and nature of ethnogrphic sites is usually
obtained thugh interviews of native peple, although archival and

literature reserch is another sourc of such informtion. Ethnogrphic
sites, and their contempora use, are usually the main focus of th hentage
concerns of native peple for projects such as Pea Site C.
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3.0 PHASING

AND OBJECTIVES
The draft Terms of Reference prepared by B.c. Hydro for the Assessment

identified more than a dozen objectives, and divided the Assessment into four sequential
phases. Phase terminology was revised somewhat by Arcas Ltd, and each of the objectives

was assigned to one of the phases. The four phases are:

Phase I -- Terms of Reference

Phase II -- Overview
Phase III -- Impact Assessment
Phase IV -- Follow-up

The objectives of the Assessment are discussed below by phase.

3.1 TERMS OF REFERENCE (Phase I)
The objectives of this phase are:
3. i. i To identify regulatory and other reuirements for an EPC application
and EAR review;
3.1.2 To define a hentage resources assessment plan; and

3. 1.3 To establish final Terms of Reference for the Assessment.

3.2 OVERVIEW (Phase II)
The objectives of this phase are:
3.2. i To review previous and currnt hentage studies in th Project ar;

3.2.2 To underte a preliminary assessment of hentage site significance

and Project impacts;
3.2.3 To identify

additional data reuirements for an EPC application and

EAR review; and
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3.2.4 To prepare a report on existing conditions, potential Project impacts

and data reuirements.

3 .3 IMPACT ASSESSMENT (Phase III)
The objectives of this phase are:
3.3. i To collect additional data neeed for an EPC application and EARP
review;
3.3.2 To evaluate the signficance of known hentage sites in Project are;
3.3.3 To assess advers and beneficial Project impacts on hentage sites and

plans;
3.3.4 To make reommendations for Project impact management, including

mitigation, and hentage resource enhancement; and

3.3.5 To prepare a hentage assessment report with final results

3.4 FOLLOW-UP (Phase IV)
The objectives of this phase are:
3.4.1 To monitor developments and maintain baseline data; and

3.4.2 To testify before EPC heanngs and an EAR review, if necsary.
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4.0 WORK UNDERTAKN AND METHODS
This section summarzes by phase the work underten to date (July 16, 1990
to March 30, 1991). Where appropriate, the methods used in the assessment are outlined.

4.1 TERMS OF REFERENCE (Phase I)

4. 1.1 Identification of regulatory and other requirements
(a) Interest Groups: Draft Terms of Reference were sent to a number of local
interest groups by ARA Group for review as par of the public consultation program. These
groups were identified before the heritage assessment was initiated, and this activity was not
par of the heritage assessment. Additional interest groups were identified by Arcas Ltd and

their names forwarded to ARA Group.
Public and interest group meetings were held by ARA Group and BC Hydro
in the region as par of the Project's public consultation program. Heritage concerns were
raised at a few meetings. These meetings took place prior to the initiation of the heritage
assessment, and are not par of ths study. The results of these meetings were forwarded to

Arcas Ltd.

As part of this study Arcas Ltd held consultations in person, by telephone, or
by mail with the following interest groups and individuals to identify heritage concerns about
the Project:

- North Peace Histoncal Soiety
- Dr. Finola Finlay, Campus Pnncipal, Nortern Lights College, Fort St.
John

- Mr. Keary Walde, archaeologist, Hentage Nort Consulting Services,
Fort St. John
- Mrs. Myrna Gethng, Chairprsn "Rendezvous '92", Hudson's Hope

- Ms. Donn Kyllo, Curator, Fort St. John - North Peace Museum, Fort St.
John
- Ms. Janice McCarthy, Curator, Hudson's Hope Museum, Hudson's Hope
- Mr. Frank Koop, resident, Fort St. John
The study also identified a number of provincial

and national interest groups

with a potential interest in the Project. Oters still need to be identified.
(b) Regulatory Agencies: As par of

ths assessment, Arcas Ltd held consulta-

tions in person or by mail with the following agencies to identify regulatory and other requirements pertining to heritage resources for an EPC application and EARP review:

B.C. HYDRO
ir-FORMATION

SeRVICES
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- Archalogy Branch, B.C. Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Recretion and
Culture, Victona

- B.C. Ministry of Native Affairs, Victona
- Ministry of Communications, Ottawa
The Ministr of Native Affairs is a new provincial regulatory agency

estab1sihed since the last EPC application. Similarly, the Ministr of Communications is a
new federal regulatory agency as is the Federal Environmental Assessment Review Offce
which had not been consulted at the time completion of the assessment was deferred.
(c) Native Herita&e Concerns: Initial attempts were made to contact local

native Indian groups as a prerequisite to identifying their heritage resource concerns about
the Project. Robin Ridington, the anthopologist/ethographer on the study team, made

initial telephone and wrtten contact with the Halfway River Indian Band, the. Doig Indian
Band, and the Treaty 8 Tribal Association. Subsequently Amoud Strd, the Study Director,
was contacted by Har Slade, counsel for the Treaty 8 Tribal Association regarding
participation by the Association and its member bands in the Heritage Resources Assessment.
(d) Other EARP Experiences: Three individuals familiar with heritage studies
for recent large-scale hydroelectrc developments outside of British Columbia were briefly
consulted by Arcas Ltd to determe their experience with federal regulatory requirements.
They were: (1) Dr. Mar Magne, Director of Reseach, Archaeological Survey of Albert,
who parcipated in designng the heritage studies for the Oldman Project; Dr. Jim Finigan,
Archaeology Section, Saskatchewan Reseach Council, who directed a number of the heritage
studies for the Raffert-Alamed Project; and (3) Dr. David Burley, Simon Fraser

University, who co-directed the heritage studies for Nipawin Project in Saskatchewan.

4.1.2 Definition of a Heritage Assessment Plan
No heritage assessment plan was prepared because the Terms of Reference for
the assessment had not been finalize.

4.1.3 Establishment of Final Terms of Reference
Even though a number of possible changes to the Terms of Reference were
identified during the review of the drft terms, no attempt was made to prepare final Terms
of Reference for the assessment because consultations with regulatory agencies, native people,
and interest groups had not yet been completed.
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4.2 OVERVIEW (Phase II)

4.2.1 Review of Previous and Current Heritage Studies
This task consisted of thee main activities.

(a) Review of previous heritai:e studies. This review included the identification and review of the following:
- identification and review of hentage documentation from the 1980 EPC
application
- identification and review of publications and report dealing with previous

hentage studies in the region
- identification and review of the documentation (field notes, excavation records, catalogues, etc.) from previous Peace Site C hentage studies by
Fladmark, Alexander, and Spurling store at Simon Frar University

- identification and review of the documentation for non-Peace Site C hen-

tage studies in the are
- discussion of previous studies in the region with the archaelogists and
others who had conducte or partcipate in these studies.

(b) Seach of B.C. Archaeological Site Inventory. As par of the review of
the B.C. Archaeological Site inventory in Victoria was
underten for registration forms of archaeological sites already recorded in the area.

previous heritage studies, a search of

(c) Review of current heritalle studies and plans. This task consisted of:
- discussions with hentage spealists and interest groups resident in the
Project are as to their currnt and future hentage study plans

- discussions with hentage spealists presently conducting reserch in the

are, or who have rently camed out reserch in the are, to determne
their currnt and future reserch plans
- discussions with the Archalogy Branch.

4.2.2 Preliminary Assessment of Site Significance and Project Impacts
A preliminar assessment of site significance and potential Project impacts was
initiated using procedures outlined in the British Columbia Archaeological Impact Assessment

Guidelines (1989) (see Section 5.1.1.).
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4.2.3 Identification of Additional Data Requirements and Studies
A considerable effort was made to identify data and studies which would still
be required for an EPC application and EARP review. The emphasis on this task occurred
because this information was needed in the preparation of a timetable for completion of the
heritage study, and in the preparation of a workplan for fiscal 1991-92. Three approaches
were used:

(a) Consultation with Heritage Expert: heritage expert familiar with the Project area and the requirements of an AIARP Impact Assessment (see Section 5. i .1.) were
asked their professional opinions on (i) the current state of heritage information for the area,
and (ii) what stil neeed to be known or done in order to meet the requirements of an

AIARP Impact Assessment;
(b) Review Heritage Literature: the heritage literatue was examined for critical

assessments of the Peace Site C studies that have been conducted, and for suggestions or recommendations as to furter data and assessment needs; and
(c) Consultation with Interest Groups: interest groups and other individuals

were asked to identify what they thought stil needed to be done in order to address their heritage concerns for the Project. These were then divided into Impact Assessment and Mitiga-

tion actions/information needs. Only those concerned with the Impact Assessment are included in ths study since mitigation concerns are beyond the scope of the present Assess-

ment.
Consulted heritage expert and interest groups/individuals include:
- Ms. Diana Alexander, archalogist, Simon Fraser University, Burnby

- Dr. David Burley, archalogist, Simon Frar University, Burnby
- Dr. Finola Finlay, histonc archaelogist (currntly Campus Pnncipal,
Nortern Lights College, Fort St. John)
- Dr. Knut Fladmark, archalogist, Simon Fraser University, Burnby
- Mrs. Myrn Gething, Chairprsn "Rendezvous '92", Hudson's Hope

- Dr. Scott Hamilton, histonc archalogist, Laehead University

- Mr. Gerdie Howe, archalogist, Ar Ltd
- Ms. Donn Kyllo, Curator, Ft. St. John - North Peace Museum, Fort St.
John
- Dr. Mart Magne, Diretor of Reserch, Arhaelogical Survey of

Albert, Edmonton

- Ms. Janice McCarthy, Curator, Hudson's Hope Museum, Hudson's Hope

- Dr. Jack Nance, arhalogist, Simon Frar University
- Nort Peace Histoncal Soety, Ft. St. John
- Dr. Robin Ridington, anthopologist, University of Bntish Columbia,

Vancouver

- Mr. Bjorn Simonsen, archaelogist, Bation Group Hentage Consultants,
Victona
- Mr. Bnan Spurling, archaelogist, Sakatchewan Culture, Multicultura-

ism & Recretion, Saskaton
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- Mr. Keary Walde, archaelogist, Hentage North Consulting Services, Fort
St. John

4.2.4 Overview Report
Because the Overview was not completed at the time the Heritage Assessment
was deferred no Overview report was prepared.

4.3 IMPACT ASSESSMENT (Phase III)
This phase had not been started at the time the Heritage Assessment was

deferred because the prior Overview had not been completed.

4.4 FOLLOW-UP (Phase IV)
Monitoring of developments following the Impact Assessment was not possible
because the prior Impact Assessment was not staed.
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5.0 RESULTS
The results of the Assessment completed to date are discussed in this section
by phase.

5.1 TERMS OF REFERENCE (Phase I)

5.1.1 Identification of Regulatory and Other Requirements
(a) Interest Groups: As a result of consultations by ARA Group and Arcas Ltd
with local interest groups and individuals, two Project related heritage concerns were identified:
- the hentage study should include non-human hentage resources such as
fossils, dinosaur trackways, views, and unusual land forms

- the onginal fort site of Fort St. John should be considere a major hentage resourc with tounsm potential and should be included in the study

Other unidentified concerns may, of course, exist.

(b) Re2ulatoi: A~encies: Based on the consultations underten so far, it appes that the major regulatory requirements for the Peace Site C Project wil come from the

Archaeology Branch of the B.C. Ministr of Municipal Affairs, Recreation and Cultue.
Most of the other concerns expressed by interest groups and individuals seem to be encompassed by the Archaeology Branch requirements, and the Branch director think that EARP
requirements wil probably be encompassed by the Brach requirements as long as there is

an opportnity for public involvement in the heritage study. Brach personnel think that
proposed changes to the Herita~e Conservation Act, if enacted, wil not alter the Branch's
requirements for the Peace Site C Project.
The Archaeology Branch think that the Project is subject to the provincial
Archaeological Impact Assessment and Review Process (" AIARP") though the Branch's par-

ticipation on the Energy Project Coordinatig Committ. The AIARP tyically includes up
to thee formal reviews: Overview, Impact Assessment (including inventory), and Impact
Management (which can include mitigation, sureilance, monitoring, and compensation).
Guidelines for the AIAR are contaned in a document entitled British Columbia Archaeolo~ical Impact Assessment Guidelines (1989) issued by the Archaeology Branch. In the opinion
of Archaeology Brach personnel, an AIARP Impact Assessment nees to be completed for
the Project prior to an EPC application.

The Guidelines outline an assessment process, but do not define the precise
"level of effort" neeed to meet Archaeology Brach requirements. Instead, the Brach wil
respnd to levels of effort proposed by the Project proponent. The Branch noted that they
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no longer necessarily adhere to the position expressed by the Branch (then the Heritage

Conservation Branch) at the 1981-82 BCUC hearings in the so-called "Blue Paper" (Ministr
of Provincial Secretary and Government Services 1981). They did indicate, however, that
any assessment should address all aspets and phases of the Project, and that the full spatial
extent of all permanent and temporar Project facilities (damsite, reservoir, transmission line,
access roads, constrction camps, etc.) should be included.

A major determinant of the scope of work still needed for an AIARP impact
assessment wil be the location of the assessment area boundar around the Project reservoir.

This boundar wil demarcate the area to be inventoried and assessed in terms of Project
related impacts. In the preliminar heritage studies for the Project, Spurling (1978, 1980a,

line " is a con-

1980b) used the reservoir "safeline" as the assessment area bounda. A" safe

servatively located line beyond which the securty of residents and their belongings can be
the reservoir). Initially, Arcas Ltd (Strd
1990) proposed that for the present Heritage Assessment the assessment area be redefined to

reasonably assured (in this case from the effects of

correspnd to the so-called "breakine" rather than the safeline employed by Spurling, with
a "breakline" being a conservatively located line which marks the predicted extent of

shoreline regression (mainly slides in ths case). This proposed redefinition was based on the

belief that safe1ines are more of a planng and legal tool than an indicator of probable
Project-related impacts, and that probable impacts are better marked by the breaines. Fur-

thermore, B.C. Hydro is not planng to establish a safe1ine for the south bank of the Peace
River since there is no residential activity on this side of the river (L. Russel, pers. comm.,
1990).

In response to the proposal by Arcas Ltd, the Archaeology Branch (Kenny

1990) agree that the inventory and impact assessment area around the reservoir should be
restrcted to the area defined by the proposed breakines. However, "in order to provide for
the management of impacts beyond this line (breainel," the Branch noted that they also
wanted an overview study of the area between the reservoir breaine and "taeline" (the line

used to designate land which is to be purchased or restcted in futue use as a direct result
of

the creation of

the reservoir). The overview would consist of

the assessment and mapping

of heritage site potential between these two lines.

The Ministr of Native Affairs (McNichol 1990) expressed its concern about
any adverse effects which the Project may have on native heritage concerns, and suggested
that the Terms of Reference for the study be strengtened by: (a) adding speifically the requirement that native consultation and input be employed in addressing native heritage resources and issues; and

(b) spifying the Tribal Councils and Bands to be contacted.

(c) Native Herita~e Concerns: Initial attempts were made to identify native
Indian heritage concerns about the Project. Preliminar contact with several of the local
Indian bands and the Treaty 8 Tribal Association indicated that the leadership of at least some
of the bands favoured parcipation in the Heritage Assessment by Arcas Ltd.
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Furter contacts with the local Indian bands and organizations were placed on

hold in ealy August, 1990, at the instrction of the Senior Environmental Coordinator for

the Project to allow for the establishment of a comprehensive agreement with local Indian
groups as to their parcipation in all Peace Site C studies, including the Heritage Resources
Assessment. Subsequently Arcas Ltd was contacted by Harr Slade, counsel for the Treaty
8 Tribal Association, for clarfication of the terms of reference for the heritage study, and

to inform Arcas Ltd that the Association was reevaluating its position regarding participation

by the Association and its member bands in the heritage assessment. No furter
developments regarding native participation in the assessment took place which involved
Arcas Ltd.

(d) Other EARP Experiences: Discussions were held with three senior archaeologists involved in the management of heritage studies for recent large-scale hydroelectrc
developments outside of British Columbia. They indicated that the heritage resources components of the environmental studies for the Oldman Project in Albert, the Raffert-Alameda
Project in Saskatchewan, and the Nipawin Project in Saskatchewan were not subjected to an
EARP review, and that no other federal heritage requirements were placed on these projects.
Apparently the archaeological impact assessment requirements outlined in the proposed

Federal Archaeolo2ical Herita2e Protection Act wil not apply to the Project since this Act
only applies to Indian lands, nortern lands, and public lands (Federal Crown lands). Never-

theless, one can speculate, given the Federal Deparment of Communications recent White
Paper on archaeological heritage, the creation of the Offce for Archaeological Resource

Management, and the proposed Act, that it is likely that there wil be a Federal intervention
in the heritage resource stdies for the Project.

5.1.2 Definition of a Heritage Assessment Plan
No heritage assessment plan was prepared because the Terms of Reference for
the assessment had not been finalized.

5.1.3 Establishment of Final Terms of Reference
A few minor revisions to the draft Term of Reference are proposed at this
time to tae into account comments received to date. In addition, some changes in wording
are propose to make the termnology more consistent with that used in the AIARP. Only
the following substative changes are proposed:

- the evaluation of the costs of losses of hentage resources due to Project
activities should be delete. This deletion is consistent with B.C. Hydro's
currnt policy on mitigation and compensation.

- in our opinion, there is no nee for a preliminary assessment of site

significance and Project impacts dunng the Overview phase of the study.
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It is more cost effective if such an assessment is only camed out once; if
so, it should tae place dunng the Impact Assessment phase of the study

(se Setion 6.2.2).

Additional changes to the draft Terms of Reference may be needed once the
heritage concerns of native peoples and interest groups, as well as the requirements of an
EARP review and of the Ministr of Communications, are known.

5.2 OVERVIEW (Phase II)

5.2.1 Review of Previous and Current Heritage Studies
Considerable effort was expended in identifying previous heritage studies in
the region, and in obtaining report of those studies. Emphasis was placed on archaeological
studies which have taen place since the completion of the Peace Site C assessments in the
early 1980s. Approximately 100 references have been identified for the Peace River region
of
British Columbia, and another 120 references for the Peace River region of Albert. Most
pertin to archaeological resources, but paleontological, historic, and ethnographic references

are included. It is estimated that about 95% of all archaeological studies, as well as a
number of studies in other heritage disciplines, in the Peace River region of British Columbia
have been identified. Copies were obtained of report from the studies in British Columbia,

and these were reviewed, anotated, keyworded, and entered into a computeried bibliography using a bibliographic softare called Pro-Cite. A copy of the bibliography wil even-

tually be forwarded to B.c. Hydro.
Because the present assessment did not address either ethographic or paleonto-

logical resources, only a few ethographic and paleontological studies are included in the
computerized heritage bibliography. Similarly, because the assessment focused primarly on
British Columbia, only a few heritage stdies cared out in the Peace River region in Albert

are included in the bibliography. It wil be importnt to identify the Albert studies since
they provide the larger context withn which the signficance of a heritage resource should
be evaluated.

Copies of the heritage documentation from the previous EPC application were

obtained, reviewed, and entered into the computeri bibliography. In addition, the documentation (field notes, excavation records, cataogues, etc.) from previous Peace Site C heritage stdies by Fladmark, Alexander, and Spurling presently stored at Simon Fraser Univer-

sity were examined, and an inventory made. Similarly, the arfacts and other archaeological
material currently stored at Simon Fraser University from previous Peace Site C stdies was

also briefly examied and inventoried.
Documentation for non-Peace Site C heritage studies in the area was not

obtained due to deferral of the stdy, but an initial listing of these documents and their
locations was prepared.
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The B.C. Archaeological Site Inventory in Victoria was seached for
registration forms of archaeological sites already recorded in the area. The Archaeology

Branch kindly provided us with copies of 322 site forms in electronic ASCII format; hard
(paper) copies were then printed out using Wordperfect (version 5.1.) softare.

In addition, previous, current, and future heritage studies in the region were
discussed with the archaeologists and others involved with these studies. These discussions
failed to identify any current or future heritage studies within the Project area spcifically,
although some reseach is either on-going or planned for the region outside the Project area.

5.2.2 Preliminar Assessment of Site Significance and Project Impacts
A preliminar assessment of site significance and Project impacts. on sites was

initiated as par of a review of a drft EPC application dated Januar 31, 1990. The review
noted that a total of 328 prehistoric and historic archaeological sites are presently recorded
in or in close proximity to the Project area. It is not clea how many of these actually lie
within the inventory and impact assessment area because no formal boundares have been
established yet for this area. No paleontological sites or ethogrphic sites are presently recorded in the area, although several of these are known to reseachers in the region.
these sites had been previously disturbed, primarly by agrcultural activities, road consction, and natual erosion. It is probable that site disturbance in the area wil have increased in the 10 years since this assessIn the early 1980s, approximately 80% of

ment. It is reported, for example, that a number of recorded historic log strctures have
been razed since they were recorded.
In the ealy 1980s it was predicted that about 65 % of all recorded archaeologi-

cal heritage sites in the area would be impacted by the Project. This count cannot be confirmed or revised because the assessment area has not yet been defined.
A preliminar site significance evaluation was underten in the ealy 1980s
of the recorded archaeological sites in the Project area. In 1981 the Heritage Conservation
Branch (now the Archaeology Brach) stated that it had "reviewed the preliminar site evaluation and considers it appropriate for first-order site-selection purpses." It is not clea, how-

ever, if this stll is the position of the Archaeology Branch. In the present Heritage Assessment, a review of the data on which the preliminar site significance was based, as well as
discussions with archaeologist who have worked in the area (and who recorded a number
of the sites in the area), has led us to the conclusion that there is, in many cases, insuffcient
data for a reliable evaluation of site significance. Therefore, no attempt was made to confim
or revise the ealier preliminar site significance evaluation.
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5.2.3 Identification of Additional Data Requirements and Studies
The study identified a number of significant data deficiencies in the existing
Peace Site C heritage studies if these studies are to meet the requirements of an AIARP Impact Assessment. These deficiencies are largely due to changes in (a) field work standards
and procedures, (b) resource management requirements, and (c) the attitudes towards heritage
resources by interest groups, native people, and the public at large. Some of these deficien-

cies have been mitigated by archaeological studies cared out subsequently in the region for
purposes other than the Peace Site C Project.

In general, it was observed that the existing heritage studies for the Project
focused primarly on prehistoric archaeological resources. Historic resources received moderate attention, but were mainly concerned with ealy Fur Trade sites at the expense of later
historic remains. Paleontologic resources are mentioned, but not included in these studies,
and ethographic resources are not even mentioned. Paleontologic and ethnographic

resources also were not included in the present overview for funding and other reasons.

Paleontologic Resources
Completion of an AIARP Impact Assessment wil require an inventory, significance evaluation, and impact assessment for paleontologic resources in the Project area. This
wil involve a literature review, field survey, resource evaluation, and impact assessment.

Ethno2Taphic Resources
Completion of an AIARP Impact Assessment wil require an inventory, significance evaluation, and impact assessment for ethographic resources in the Project area. This
wil involve a literature and reseach review, interviews of native people to determine their

heritage concerns, field visits to ethogrphic resource areas and sites, recording and mapping
of resource area and sites, evaluation of these areas and sites, and impact assessment. The
interviews may identify additional concerns not anticipated at this time which would have to
be addressed.

Historic Resources
Two kinds of historic resources are present in the Project area: early Fur Trade

period fort, and settement period sites (see Section 2).

Fur Trade period historic resources have been the main focus of historic
resources assessments in existng heritage stdies for the area. Most of the sites from this
period have been examined in suffcient detal to provide the information neeed for an

impact assessment. However, Rocky Mountain Portge House, a non-stding trading post

of high provincial heritage significance located opposite Hudson's Hope, needs additional
work for impact assessment puroses, but the relationship of this site to the reservoir is at
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present not clear. Should the site lie within the Project assessment' area, it is our opinion
that:
- a detailed assessment of Rocky Mountain Portge House be underten,
including test excavations of site features, to venfy the presence of eah of
the site's occupation penods (1805-14; 1823-24; 1860-99), to evaluate site
disturbances by later occupations, and to identify future reserch potential;
and

- the terrces adjacent to Rocky Mountain Portge House be closely
examined for relate native encampments.

Settlement period historic resources are porly documented in existing heritage
studies. These sites are of parcular heritage significance to the non-native residents of the

area, especially people related to the pioneer families of the region. These types of sites are
a legitimate focus of archaeological reseach, and have been par of heritage impact assessments in both the Unites States (e.g., Lower Granite Reservoir, Idaho) and Canada. Homestead remains dating from the late 1800s and ealy 1900s have been a major focus of work

in the heritage assessments for the Oldman River, Nipawin, and Raffert-Alameda Projects.
For the Peace Site C Project, only limited survey has been cared out for the

purpse of locating sites from this period. The surey which was underten focused on sites
with stading log architectue. Furtermore, none of the approximately 30 recorded historic

sites from the settement period have been documented in detail or assessed in terms of significance or reseach potential for mitigation. Consequently, it is our opinion that the follow-

ing activities pertining to historic resources nee to be underten for a completion of an
AIARP Impact Assessment:
- archival and oral history reseh should be underten with the aim of
identifying additiona sites such tht a complete documentation of land-use
in the settlement penod is gained;

- all potential settement penod site loctions within the assessment are
should be examined and assesse;

- all histonc strcture still standing should be revisite, reorded or rerecorded, and assesse; and

- all inventoned sites should be evaluate for mitigation purpses, tang

into account the kinds of signcance values importnt to locl peple.
These incorprate ethc, public, histonc, and rech values.

Prehistoric Resources
Prehistoric heritage resources received the greatest emphases in previous

heritage studies for the Peace Site C Project. Eleven archaeological surveys spaning 27
yeas were carried out for the Project, or for ancilar components such as the Site 1 to
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Site C transmission line corrdor. Most of these surveys were directly sponsored by B. C.

Hydro. Over 200 sites of varous types spanning the last 9-8,00 years have been located
within the Project area as defined in the late 1970s. Some of these sites were tested, and
somewhat more substantial excavations were underten at one site.

In spite of this effort, significant gaps and deficiencies still exist in the data
on prehistoric resources needed for an AIARP Impact Assessment. Some of these gaps were
recognized by the reseachers who undertook these studies. Spurling, for example, noted that
"continued survey is warted" (Spurling 1980b:20; 173), and a number of activities recommended by Spurling (1980b:172-173; 180-181; 190) as part of a Mitigation program (such
as test excavations, some archival research, completion of backlogged reseach, furter site

assessment) should properly belong in an Impact Assessment since the purpse of these

activities is to identify heritage site locations and to evaluate site content and significance.
Alexander (1982: 130), who cared out additional site inventory and assessment in the proposed Project damsite, reported substatial changes in site significance evaluations and, there-

fore, mitigation status, over those initially proposed by Spurling as a result of her more
detailed work in the damsite area, indicating a need for additional site evaluation before

reliable mitigative needs can be identified.

In its 1981 review of the initial heritage assessment for the Project, the Heritage Conservation Branch recognize the nee for a considerable program of inventory survey

and site evaluation before the impact assessment for the Project could be considered complete
(Minist of Provincial Secreta and Government Services 1981). Academics and others

familar with the prehistoric resources work (including Dr. K. Fladmark, Dr. F. Finlay, Dr.

D. Burley, Dr. S. Hamilton) all seem to be in agreement that there stll are significant
shortcomings in the information neeed for a completed Project impact assessment.' Based

on the opinions of these individuals, as well as on our review of the existing data, it is our
opinion that the following activities are needed in order to complete the prehistoric resources
par of the Impact Assessment:

- most of the recorded prehistoric sites were not evaluated as

to integrty (amount of distrbance), depth of deposits, site
boundaes, and site content, and on many site registration

forms information is sketchy and site maps are absent. This
information is essential for site significance assessment which
is a key par of any impact assessment. Consequently, all recorded prehistoric sites should be revisited, evaluated using

evaluative shovel testing, and rerecorded.

- although large tracts on the intermediate terraces and flooplain of the nort ban were surveyed archaeologically, certin
area received no or only minimal attention. These include the

edge of the plateau at the top of the valley wall (the valley lip),
the deep alluvial fans at the backs of many of the intermediate
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terraces, selected non-hummocky areas back from the fronts of
the intermediate terraces, old stream channels and other kinds
of erosional gulleys on the backs of the intermediate terraces,
and selected areas on the floodplain. In our opinion, these

should be examined, and wil require deep testing with a backhoe in quite a few cases.
- the south bank of the valley within the reservoir received

relatively litte coverage during previous archaeological
surveys. In par this is acceptable, given the apparently lower

density of prehistoric sites on the south bank. Neverteless,
survey coverage of the south bank is not adequate, and a

program of prehistoric site survey is considered essential for
this side of the river.
- a proper evaluation of the significance of the prehistoric heri-

tage sites, and of the impact which the Prq,ject wil have on
prehistoric sites, requires a goo understading of the geomorphic history of the valley. That information wil be critical to
the proper assessment, prediction, and understanding of the
distrbution of prehistoric aboriginal sites (and ealy historic
sites) within the proposed reservoir, and it wil be importnt to
the constrction of any Mitigation reseach designs. At present
there is no reliable information pertining to the sequence and
dating of river incision and aggradation; the exact ages and history of the crucial intermediate terrace complex on which most

prehistoric sites occur, and whether some porton of the late
prehistoric cultural sequence in the valley may have been lost
by late sedimenta aggradation on the floodplain. For these
reasons, it is our opinion that completion of the Impact Assessment should involve at least a preliminar study of the geomor-

phic history of the valley in this area.
These activities would be restrcted to the Project inventory and impact assessment area

except, possibly, the geomorphic research which probably would require some field work
outside the immediate impact area.
5.2.4 Overview Report

Because the Overview was not completed at the time the assessment was
deferred no Overview report was prepared.
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5.3 IMPACT ASSESSMENT (Phase III)
This phase had not been started at the time of deferral because the prior
Overview had not been completed.

5.4 FOLLOW-UP (Phase IV)
Monitoring of developments following the Impact Assessment was not needed
because the prior Impact Assessment was not staed.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMPLETION OF ASSESSMENT
This section identifies those activities which still need to be caried out in order

to complete the present Heritage Resources Assessment. Once completed, this assessment
should meet or exceed all the requirements identified for both a new EPC application and a
possible EARP review for the Project.

6.1 TERMS OF REFERENCE (Phase I)

6.1.1 Identification of Regulatory and Other Requirements
This task is almost completed. However, some consultation is still needed in
order to complete the review of the Terms of Reference and to finalize the identification of
regulatory and other requirements.

(a) Interest Groups: No provincial and national interest groups have yet been
consulted. Since these groups are likely to make presentations before any BCUC hearngs,

it is importnt that the concerns of these groups be identified prior to the finalization of the
Terms of Reference. It is recommended, therefore, that (1) the following non-local

interest groups be contacted in order to determine their concerns pertining to the
Project:
- Heritage Society of British Columbia, Vancouver
- Archaeological Society of British Columbia, Vancouver
- Canadian Archaeological Association, Victoria
- other groups as identified

A comprehensive list of local interest groups was sent to ARA Group for
contacting as par of the public consultation progrm. It is unclea, however, how many of
these groups were actually contacted by ARA Group. Presumably a number of these groups
still need to receive copies of the draft Terms of Reference for review, or need to contacted
for their respnse. It is recommended, therefore, that (2) all local interest groups not yet
contacted be given copies of the drft Terms of Reference for the Heritage Resources

Assessment, and that they be given ample opportnity to review and respond to the
draft Terms of Reference.
(b) Re&ulatory A&encies: Both provincial regulatory agencies were consulted,
but the requirements of the two federal agencies still nee to be determined. It is

recommended, therefore, that (3) the Ministr of Communications and the Federal Envi-

ronmental Assessment Review Offce be contacted to determine their regulatory requirements for heritage resources component of the Project.
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(c) Native Concerns: It is already known that native groups in the region have
heritage concerns about the Site C Prq,ject, and that they expect these concerns to be addressed in a manner acceptable to them. A similar need to address these concerns was expressed by the Ministr of Native Affairs. It is strongly recommended that (4) the heritage

concerns of native Indian groups be addressed either as part of the present Heritage
Resources Assessment or as a separate study.

(d) General: In order to ensure that changing perceptions, concerns, expectations, and requirements for the heritage resources component of the Prq,ject are identified and

dealt with as they arse, it is recommended that (5) B.C. Hydro maintain contact with
both interest groups and regulatory agencies on an on-going and informal basis for the
duration of the Impact Assessment.

6.1.2 Definition of a Heritage Assessment Plan
No plan had been established for the heritage resources assessment at the time
that the study was deferred. A plan wil be needed if the Overview and Impact Assessment
phases of the study are to be successfully completed. It is strongly recommended, therefore,

that (6) a Heritage Resources assessment plan be defined as soon as the final Terms
of Reference for the assessment have been established.

6.1.3 Establishment of Final Terms of Reference
Critical to any heritage assessment for the Peace Site C Project is a precise

definition of the boundaes of the assessment area, parcularly along the reservoir.
Suggestons have been made as to possible boundaes in the reservoir area, but no final
decision has been made. Without a final boundar it is not possible to determine the scope
of additional data neeed for an EPC application, or to establish final Terms of Reference
for the assessment. It is stongly recommended, therefore, that (1) the boundares of the

heritage assessment area be clealy defined and mappe prior to the completion of the
Terms of Reference phase of the present study.
6.2 OVERVIEW (Phase II)

6.2.1 Review of Previous and Curent Heritage Studies
Considerable progress was made in the review of previous and current heritage

studies in the region, parcularly those conducted in the immediate Project area. However,
the review did not spifically seek out ethographic or paleontological heritage stdies, and
only undertook a preliminar examination of heritage studies cared out in the Peace River
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region of Albert. Because of the importnce of the review of previous studies, it is
recommended that (8) the review of previous heritage studies in the Project region be
completed during completion of the Overview phase of the assessment.
Artfacts and other archaeological material currently stored at Simon Fraser
University from previous Peace Site C studies were briefly examined and inventoried, but
a more comprehensive inventory is needed for the evaluation of site significance. It is
recommended, therefore, that (9) the inventory of archaeological records and materials
from previous Peace Site C heritage studies be completed as part of any future review

of previous work or any future evaluation of site significance.
Although a comprehensive review of current and planed heritage studies in
the area was completed, curent studies become past studies with the passage of time, planned
studies do not occur, and new studies are staed. In order to have a current record of com-

pleted, ongoing, and planed studies, it is recommended that (10) the present list of current and planned heritage studies be updated and kept current upon recommencement .

of the assessment.

6.2.2 Preliminary Assessment of Site Significance and Project Impacts
An initial attempt was made to assess site significance and Project impacts during the present study. The significance assessment was thwared by a lack of data, whereas

the impact assessment was hampered by the absence of final assessment area boundares.
Since any preliminar significance and impact assessment would be based on already

available site information, the results of such an assessment would presumably not differ
greatly from those presented in the 1980 report by Spurling, unless the boundares of the
assessment area around the reservoir were to change substatially. Since this is not likely,
the benefits of such a preliminar assessment are dubious. The nee for such a preliminar
assessment is furter reduced if the Overview phase -- of which the preliminar assessment
would be par -- is followed shorty thereafter by the Impact Assessment phase which would
collect missing data and could change substantially the results of the preliminar significance
and impact assessment. Therefore, it is recommended that (11) no preliminar assessment
of site significance and Project impacts be undertken during completion of the
Overview phase of the study.

6.2.3 Identification of Additional Data Requirements and Studies
Completion of ths task means that the additional data and study requirements

for an EPC application and EARP review wil be fully identified. This wil. permit
establishment of the scope of the subsequent Impact Assessment phase which is intended to
collect the additional data, and to car out the additional studies needed. The importnce
of this task canot be over emphasized. It is recommended, therefore, that (12) the
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identification of additional data and study requirements for an EPC application and
EARP review be completed, and that this take place prior to the Impact Assessment.
6.2.4 Overview Report

It is recommended that (13) an Overview report be produced with the
results of the Overview study.
6.3 IMPACT ASSESSMENT (Phase III)
This phase was not started and still needs to be done. The Archaeology
Branch wil require a completed Impact Assessment prior to an EPC application.' It is, therefore, recommended that (14) an Impact As.sessment be carred out for the Peace Site C

Project prior to the submission of an EPC application.
6.4 FOLLOW-UP (Phase IV)
This phase was not started and still needs to be done. Because it wil be importt to monitor heritage developments between completion of an Impact Assessment and

an EPC application, it is recommended that (15) heritage studies following the Impact
Assessment be monitored for developments pertining to the Peace Site C Project.
6.5. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
(1) the following non-local interest groups be contacted in order to determine
their concerns pertining to the Project: Heritage Society of British Columbia,
Archaeological Society of British Columbia, Canadian Archaeological

Association, and other groups as identified.

(2) all local interest groups not yet contacted be given copies of the draft
Terms of Reference for the Heritage Resources Assessment, and that they be

given ample opportnity to review and respnd to the draft Terms of
Reference.
(3) the Ministr of Communications and the Federal Environmental Assess-

ment Review Offce be contacted to determine their regulatory requirements
for heritage resources component of the Project.
(4) the heritage concerns of native Indian groups be addressed either as par

of the present Heritage Resources Assessment or as a separate study.
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(5) Hydro maintain contact with both interest groups and regulatory agencies
on an on-going and informal basis for the duration of the Impact Assessment.

(6) an Heritage Resources assessment plan be defined as soon as the final
Terms of Reference for the assessment have been established.
(7) the boundaries of the heritage assessment area be clearly defined and map-

ped prior to the completion of the Terms of Reference phase of the present
study.

(8) the review of previous heritage studies in the Project region be completed
during completion of the Overview phase of the assessment.
(9) the inventory of archaeological records and materials from previous Peace
Site C heritage studies be completed as par of any future review of previous
work or any future evaluation of site significance.

(10) the present list of current and planned heritage studies be updated and
kept current upon recommencement of the assessment.
(11) no preliminary assessment of site significance and Prq,ject impacts be
underten during completion of the Overview phase of the study.

(12) the identification of additional data and study requirements for an EPC
application and EARP review be completed, and that this tae place prior to
the Impact Assessment.

( 13) an Overview report be produced with the results of the Overview study.
(14) an Impact Assessment be carried out for the Peace Site C Prq,ject prior
to the submission of an EPC application.

(15) heritage studies following the Impact Assessment be monitored for
developments pertinng to the Peace Site C Project.
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